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Set in 19th-century England, this engrossing novel satirizes the pretentiousness and
duplicity in relationships. Austen's death did not allow her to complete this entertaining
piece and it was later finished by another writer.
"He began to feel the danger of paying Elizabeth too much attention." Pride and
Prejudice , one of the most famous love stories of all time, has also proven itself as a
treasured mainstay of the English literary canon. With the arrival of eligible young men
in their neighbourhood, the lives of Mr. and Mrs. Bennet and their five daughters are
turned inside out and upside down. Pride encounters prejudice, upward-mobility
confronts social disdain, and quick-wittedness challenges sagacity. Misconceptions and
hasty judgements bring heartache and scandal, but eventually lead to true
understanding, self-knowledge, and love. It's almost impossible to open Pride and
Prejudice without feeling the pressure of so many readers having known and loved this
novel already. Will you fail the test - or will you love it too? As a story that celebrates
more unflinchingly than any of Austen's other novels the happy meeting-of-true-minds,
and one that has attracted the most fans over the centuries, Pride and Prejudice sets
up an echo chamber of good feelings in which romantic love and the love of reading
amplify each other.
An iconic novel dressed in a fierce design by acclaimed fashion illustrator Ruben
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Toledo. This couture-inspired collection also features Jane Eyre, The Picture of Dorian
Gray, Dracula, The Scarlet Letter and Wuthering Heights. Ruben Toledo’s breathtaking
drawings have appeared in such high-fashion magazines as Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar,
and Visionaire. Now he’s turning his talented hand to illustrating the gorgeous deluxe
editions of three of the most beloved novels in literature. Here Elizabeth Bennet’s
rejection of Mr. Darcy, Hester Prynne’s fateful letter “A”, and Catherine Earnshaw’s
wanderings on the Yorkshire moors are transformed into witty and surreal landscapes
to appeal to the novels’ aficionados and the most discerning designer’s eyes. For
more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in
the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a
global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by
introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as
up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
"It is a truth universally acknowledged that a single man in possession of a good
fortune, must be in want of a wife." So begins the delightful adventures of the witty and
free-spirited Elizabeth Bennet and the proud but quite eligible Mr. Darcy in one of the
first romantic comedies in the history of the novel. Enriched eBook Features Editor
Juliette Wells provides the following specially commissioned features for this Enriched
eBook Classic: * Filmography * Nineteenth-Century Reviews * Chronology * Further
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Reading * What Austen Ate * How to Prepare Tea * Austen Sites to Visit in England *
Map of Sites from the Novel * Behaving Yourself: Etiquette and Dancing in Austen’s
Day * Illustrations of Fashion, Home Décor, Architecture, and Transportation * Enriched
eBook Notes The enriched eBook format invites readers to go beyond the pages of
these beloved works and gain more insight into the life and times of an author and the
period in which the book was originally written for a rich reading experience.
"A new selection from the national epic of India. Originally composed in Sanskrit
sometime between 400 BC and 400 AD, The Mahabharata--with one hundred thousand
stanzas of verse--is one of the longest poems in existence. At the heart of the saga is a
conflict between two branches of a royal family whose feud culminates in a titanic
eighteen-day battle. Exploring such timeless subjects as dharma (duty), artha
(purpose), and kama (pleasure) in a mythic world of warfare, magic, and beauty, this is
a magnificent and legendary Hindu text of immense importance to the culture of the
Indian subcontinent."--Publisher's description.
Lizzy's embarrassing mother is determined to pair her off as soon as possible. But
when she's introduced to the highly eligible bachelor Darcy, Lizzy decides he is far too
aloof for her liking. He, for his part, seems totally indifferent to her. Then she discovers
that he's been meddling in her family's affairs, and is determined to dislike him more
than ever. But what are Darcy's real motives? Is he more interested in Lizzy than he'll
care to admit? And could pride stop them both from admitting what they really feel?
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Lauded for her eloquence, observation and wry humour, Jane Austen was a novelist
who was highly regarded and greatly celebrated in her own time. However, her appeal
is as great as ever, and her insights remain as fresh and relevant today as when they
were first published. This delightful volume offers thematic extracts from fiction and
correspondence; featuring quotes from such novels as Emma, Northanger Abbey, Pride
and Prejudice, Mansfield Park and Persuasion, alongside extracts from Austen's letters
to her sister and confidante, Cassandra. It contains a host of quotations displaying
Austen's sharp - indeed, often wicked - social observation and satirical wit, which will be
enjoyed by fans of the author as well as readers who are new to her writing. The
Wicked Wit of Jane Austen is a charming tribute to a writer whose work will resonate for
centuries to come. Also available in the series are collections from Shakespeare, To Be
or Not To Be, and Oscar Wilde, I Can Resist Everything Except Temptation.
In early nineteenth-century England, a spirited young woman copes with the suit of a
snobbish gentleman, as well as the romantic entanglements of her four sisters.
The traditional favorite Jane Austen novel--her enduring story of pride and
prejudiceWhen Elizabeth Bennet meets Mr. Darcy she is repelled by his overbearing
pride, and prejudice towards her family. But the Bennet girls are in need of financial
security in the shape of husbands, so when Darcy's friend, the affable Mr. Bingley,
forms an attachment to Jane, Darcy becomes increasingly hard to avoid. Polite society
will be turned upside down in this witty drama of friendship, rivalry, and love--Jane
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Austen's classic romance novel.
In early nineteenth-century England, a spirited young woman copes with the suit of a
snobbish gentleman, and the romantic entanglements of her four sisters.
Puffin Plated: A Book-to-Table Reading Experience A deluxe, full-color hardback
edition of the perennial Jane Austen classic featuring a selection of recipes for tea-time
treats by the one and only Martha Stewart! Have your book and eat it, too, with this
clever edition of a classic novel, featuring delicious recipes from celebrity chefs. In this
edition of Jane Austen's regency classic Pride and Prejudice, plan a fancy tea party or
book club gathering with recipes for sweet confections and pastries. From maple glazed
scones and delicate sugar and spice cake, to berry tartlets and French macaroons.
Bring your friends and family together with a good meal and a good book! Book
includes full, unabridged text of Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice, interspersed with
recipes, food photography, and special food artwork.
From A to Z, the Penguin Drop Caps series collects 26 unique hardcovers—featuring
cover art by Jessica Hische It all begins with a letter. Fall in love with Penguin Drop
Caps, a new series of twenty-six collectible and hardcover editions, each with a type
cover showcasing a gorgeously illustrated letter of the alphabet. In a design
collaboration between Jessica Hische and Penguin Art Director Paul Buckley, the
series features unique cover art by Hische, a superstar in the world of type design and
illustration, whose work has appeared everywhere from Tiffany & Co. to Wes
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Anderson's recent film Moonrise Kingdom to Penguin's own bestsellers Committed and
Rules of Civility. With exclusive designs that have never before appeared on Hische's
hugely popular Daily Drop Cap blog, the Penguin Drop Caps series debuted with an 'A'
for Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice, a 'B' for Charlotte Brönte's Jane Eyre, and a 'C'
for Willa Cather's My Ántonia. It continues with more perennial classics, perfect to give
as elegant gifts or to showcase on your own shelves. Y is for Yeats. A specially
compiled edition for the Penguin Drop Caps series, When You Are Old will include the
most accessible, best-known poems by W.B. Yeats from his early years that made the
Nobel Prize winning writer and poet popular in his day. The volume will include all the
major love poems written most notably for the brilliant yet elusive Irish revolutionary
Maude Gonne. Recalling Yeats’s 1890s fascination in aestheticism and the arts and
crafts movement, selections will draw from the first published versions of poems from
works such as Crossways, The Rose, The Wind Among the Reeds, In the Seven
Woods, The Green Helmet and Other Poems, Responsibilities, The Wild Swans at
Coole, and Michael Robartes and the Dancer. A selection Irish myths and fairytales
including “The Wanderings of Oisin,” a Celtic fable and his first major poem, represent
his fascination with mysticism, spiritualism and the rich and imaginative heritage of his
native land.
A definitive compilation of the author's seven great novels offers a vivid portrait of
English middle-class life, its mores, institutions, and society around the turn of the
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nineteenth century.
Experience this amazing reimagining of Pride and Prejudice, Jane Austen’s classic
story of love and misunderstanding—featuring the colorful and contemporary illustrations
of Alice Pattullo, now in paperback. Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice has stood the
test of time as one of her best novels. Biting commentary, romance, and
misunderstanding abound in this classic story. Pride and Prejudice follows the romantic
adventures of Bennett sisters, Mr. Bingley, and his dour friend Mr. Darcy. Pattullo's fullcolor, folkloric, multi-faceted pieces of art breathe new life into this engaging, romantic
novel, making it a collectible for book and art lovers everywhere. The Classics
Reimagined series is a library of stunning collector's editions of unabridged classic
novels illustrated by contemporary artists from around the world. Each artist offers his
or her own unique, visual interpretation of the most well-loved, widely read, and avidly
collected literature from renowned authors. From The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
to The Wonderful Wizard of Oz and from Edgar Allan Poe to the Brothers Grimm,
collect every beautiful volume.
Penguin Readers is an ELT graded reader series for learners of English as a foreign
language. Each title includes carefully adapted text, new illustrations and language
learning exercises. The eBook edition does not include access to additional online
resources. Titles include popular classics, exciting contemporary fiction, and thoughtprovoking non-fiction, introducing language learners to bestselling authors and
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compelling content. The eight levels of Penguin Readers follow the Common European
Framework of Reference for language learning (CEFR). Exercises at the back of each
Reader help language learners to practise grammar, vocabulary, and key exam skills.
Before, during and after-reading questions test readers' story comprehension and
develop vocabulary. Visit the Penguin Readers website Exclusively with the print
edition, readers can unlock online resources including a digital book, audio edition,
lesson plans and answer keys. Elizabeth Bennet, the daughter of an English country
gentleman, meets Mr Darcy, a rich man who owns land. At first, Elizabeth hates him
and thinks he is proud, but slowly her feelings start to change. Can she fight her own
pride and find happiness?
Pride and Prejudice is a romantic novel of manners written by Jane Austen in 1813.
The novel follows the character development of Elizabeth Bennet, the dynamic
protagonist of the book who learns about the repercussions of hasty judgments and
comes to appreciate the difference between superficial goodness and actual goodness.
Its humour lies in its honest depiction of manners, education, marriage, and money
during the Regency era in Great Britain. Mr Bennet of Longbourn estate has five
daughters, but his property is entailed and can only be passed to a male heir. His wife
also lacks an inheritance, so his family will be destitute upon his death. Thus it is
imperative that at least one of the girls marry well to support the others, which is a
motivation that drives the plot. The novel revolves around the importance of marrying
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for love, not for money or social prestige, despite the communal pressure to make a
wealthy match
Pride and Prejudice is an 1813 romantic novel of manners written by Jane Austen. The
novel follows the character development of Elizabeth Bennet, the dynamic protagonist
of the book who learns about the repercussions of hasty judgments and comes to
appreciate the difference between superficial goodness and actual goodness. Its
humour lies in its honest depiction of manners, education, marriage, and money during
the Regency era in England.
Gems of literature in a luxurious and unique design by Marjolein Bastin. The Marjolein
Bastin Classics Series is a chance to rediscover classic literature in collectible,
luxuriously illustrated volumes. For the first time ever, the internationally celebrated
artwork of Marjolein Bastin graces the pages of a timeless classic, Pride and Prejudice.
Beyond bringing these stories to life, Bastin’s series adds elaborately designed
ephemera, such as four-color maps, letters, family trees, and sheet music. Whether an
ideal gift for an Austen or Brontë devotee or a treat for yourself, The Marjolein Bastin
Classics Series, as a set or individually purchased, is perfect for anyone who feels a
connection to these enduring literary gems.
Retells in graphic novel format the story of a a spirited young woman in early nineteenthcentury England who copes with the suit of a snobbish gentleman, as well as the
romantic entanglements of her four sisters.
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Human foibles and early nineteenth-century manners are satirized in this romantic tale
of English country family life
Jane Austen’s last completed novel, a brilliantly insightful story of regret, second
chances, and the courage to follow our hearts Anne Elliot is twenty-seven and
unmarried—by all accounts a spinster in her time—seemingly doomed to spend the rest
of her life waiting on her image-obsessed father and extravagant older sister;
attempting to maintain their once lavish, now dwindling family estate; and occasionally
babysitting the children of her married younger sister. It wasn’t always this way,
though. When Anne was nineteen, she was in love with and engaged to Frederick
Wentworth, a man with no money and few prospects. Anne’s well-meaning family and
friends convinced her that a young heiress like herself could do better, so she broke off
the engagement. But when chance brings Wentworth and Anne together again eight
years later, he is now an accomplished naval captain with an impressive fortune, and
Anne must face her feelings for him that remain and consider how different her life
could have been if only she hadn’t been so easily persuaded by others.

*New gorgeous case laminate hardcover* This Deluxe Edition, beautifully
designed to be collected and given as a gift to your loved ones, includes: - the
unabridged manuscript (introduction and list of characters included) - 2 historical
reviews (from 1813) - 45 timeless love lessons that will take root in your heart
and grow there for a lifetime; - a selection of charming black and white line
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drawings by C. E. Brock (from 1895 Macmillan Edition of Pride&Prejudice) "In
vain have I struggled. It will not do. My feelings will not be repressed. You must
allow me to tell you how ardently I admire and love you." - Mr. Darcy Uncover
one of the most beloved stories of all time. Celebrated as one of the most famous
and influential books of all time, "Pride and Prejudice" stands as a literary
masterpiece that has touched millions' hearts. This touching tale uses a delightful
sense of humor and an honest look at the customs and rules of the 19th-century
upper-class society to grapple with essential questions about marriage, economic
inequality, reputation, and above all... true love.
Pride and PrejudicePenguin Classics
The award-winning author of modern classics such as Schindler’s List and the
“complex and mesmerizing” (The Christian Science Monitor) Napoleon’s Last
Island is at his triumphant best with this vibrant and engaging novel about the
adventures of Charles Dickens’s son in the Australian Outback during the 1860s.
Edward Dickens, the tenth child of England’s most famous author Charles
Dickens, has consistently let down his parents. Unable to apply himself at school
and adrift in life, the teenaged boy is sent to Australia in the hopes that he can
make something of himself—or at least fail out of the public eye. He soon finds
himself in the remote Outback, surrounded by Aboriginals, colonials, ex-convicts,
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ex-soldiers, and very few women. Even on the other side of the world, Edward
encounters the same rabid veneration of his father that exists in England. But
Edward has a secret: he has never read a single word of his father’s beloved
writing. Determined to prove to his parents and more importantly, himself, that he
can succeed in this vast and unfamiliar wilderness, Edward works hard at his
new life amidst various livestock, bushrangers, shifty stock agents, and frontier
battles. By reimagining the tale of a fascinating yet little-known figure in history,
this rollicking, high-spirited tale offers penetrating insights into Colonialism and
the fate of Australia’s indigenous people, and a wonderfully intimate portrait of
Charles Dickens, as seen through the eye of his exiled son.
Is the man I’m dating Mr. Darcy in disguise. . . or simply a jerk? It’s been two
centuries since Jane Austen penned Pride & Prejudice and her many other
classic novels, yet her adroit observations on the social landscape and profound
insights into human nature are as relevant now as they were in her time. If only
those of us in need of some good advice today had the opportunity to sit down
and tap even a few drops from Austen’s great reservoirs of wisdom. Well, now
we do. . . . In Miss Jane Austen’s Guide to Modern Life’s Dilemmas, Rebecca
Smith channels her great-great-great-great-great aunt’s sense—and, of course,
her sensibility—to help readers navigate their most pressing problems. Drawing on
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Austen’s novels, letters, and unpublished writings, Smith supplies readers with
wise and wonderful counsel for living well in the 21st century. From instruction on
how to gracefully “unfriend” someone on Facebook to answers for such timeless
questions as “Can a man ever really change?” this book enables readers to
nimbly navigate life’s most tricky terrain with the good sense, good manners, and
abundant humor that are the mark of any great Austen heroine. Sensible, savvy,
and funny, Miss Jane Austen’s Guide to Modern Life’s Dilemmas cleverly
answers every Austen fan’s most earnest question: What would Jane do?
Replete with lovely Austen-inspired color illustrations, as well as quotes from
Austen’s various novels to support the advice given, this book is the ideal gift for
the Jane Austen fanatic in your life.
WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY ALEXANDER McCALL SMITH The Vintage
Classics Austen series is designed by the writer and illustrator Leanne Shapton
and introduced by some of our finest contemporary writers and Austen fans:
Alexander McCall Smith, Lynne Truss, Amanda Vickery, Francesca Segal, P.D.
James and Andrew Motion. 'The best-loved book by our best-loved novelist'
Independent Elizabeth Bennet is young, clever and attractive, but her mother is a
nightmare and she and her four sisters are in dire need of financial security and
escape in the shape of husbands. The arrival of the affable Mr Bingley and
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arrogant Mr Darcy in the neighbourhoos, both single and in possession of large
fortunes, turns all their lives upside down in this witty drama of friendship, rivalry,
enmity and love.
Fall in love with Elizabeth and Mr Darcy . . .It is a truth universally acknowledged
that Pride and Prejudice is the greatest love story ever written in the English
language.When Elizabeth meets Mr Darcy she finds him arrogant and aloof. He
in turn is determined not to be impressed by her beauty and wit. But will they
realize that first impressions are not always to be trusted?Oxford Children's
Classics present not only the original and unabridged story of Pride and
Prejudice but also help you to discover a whole world of new adventures with an
amazing assortment of recommendations and activities.
Pride and prejudice From Jane Austen
Love is in the air when five sisters discover that a wealthy and eligible bachelor is
suddenly within reach. But it is his friend, the haughty Mr. Darcy, who becomes smitten.
Unfortunately for him, the object of his affection is not so easily swayed. One of the
most popular characters in English literature, Elizabeth Bennet is intelligent, witty, wellspoken and ahead of her time. If the terrible rumors about Mr. Darcy are true, he
doesn't stand a chance. Yet not all gossip is to be believed when marriage, money, and
reputations are on the line. Will Elizabeth and Mr. Darcy circumvent her haste, his ego,
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and society's expectations to find love? Written more than two centuries ago, Jane
Austen's enduring story of manners, family, and love continues to delight new
generations of readers. AmazonClassics brings you timeless works from the masters of
storytelling. Ideal for anyone who wants to read a great work for the first time or
rediscover an old favorite, these new editions open the door to literature's most
unforgettable characters and beloved worlds. Revised edition: Previously published as
Pride and Prejudice, this edition of Pride and Prejudice (AmazonClassics Edition)
includes editorial revisions.
A modern classic that no child should miss. Since it was first published in 1939, Mike
Mulligan and His Steam Shovel has delighted generations of children. Mike and his
trusty steam shovel, Mary Anne, dig deep canals for boats to travel through, cut
mountain passes for trains, and hollow out cellars for city skyscrapers -- the very
symbol of industrial America. But with progress come new machines, and soon the
inseparable duo are out of work. Mike believes that Mary Anne can dig as much in a
day as one hundred men can dig in a week, and the two have one last chance to prove
it and save Mary Anne from the scrap heap. What happens next in the small town of
Popperville is a testament to their friendship, and to old-fashioned hard work and
ingenuity.
Juxtaposes the complete text of Jane Austen's most famous novel "Pride and
Prejudice" with annotations providing information about Austen's life, the social mores
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and etiquette of the era, and a chronology of events.
Emily Bronte's only novel appeared in 1847, a year before her death at the age of thirty.
In the relationship of Cathy and Heathcliff, and in the wild, bleak Yorkshire Moors of its
setting, Wuthering Heights creates a world of its own, conceived with a disregard for
convention, an instinct for poetry, and for the dark depths of human psychology that
make it one of the greatest novels of passion ever written. Enriched eBook Features
Editor Sue Lonoff provides the following specially commissioned features for this
Enriched eBook Classic: * Filmography * 19th Century Reviews of Wuthering Heights *
Wuthering Heights Trivia * Suggested Further Reading * Photos Related to Emily
Bronte's Life * Enriched eBook Notes" The enriched eBook format invites readers to go
beyond the pages of these beloved works and gain more insight into the life and times
of an author and the period in which the book was originally written for a rich reading
experience.
In this imaginative retelling of Pride and Prejudice, Amanda Grange now tells the
classic story through the eyes of its compelling romantic hero, Fitzwilliam Darcy—in a
series of revealing letters that casts a sparkling new reflection on the manners and
morals of the landed gentry in 19th-century England… Here, for the first time, are the
letters written by the exceedingly proud and stubborn Mr. Darcy, covering the lifechanging events that defined him—from the death of his father, to his control of his
Derbyshire estate of Pemberley to his conflicted courtship with the lively, intelligent, and
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delightfully willful Elizabeth Bennet. Try as he may, he cannot deny his attraction to this
woman with fine eyes, a playful spirit, a mind of her own… and an embarrassing family
that is frankly, and utterly, beneath him. But it is Elizabeth who controls both their
destinies, and whose surprises will change Darcy’s life yet again.
Sense and Sensibility is a novel by Jane Austen, published in 1811. It was published
anonymously; By A Lady appears on the title page where the author's name might have
been. It tells the story of the Dashwood sisters, Elinor and Marianne as they come of
age.Elinor and Marianne are two daughters of Mr. Dashwood by his second wife. They
have a younger sister, Margaret, and an older half-brother named John. When their
father dies, the family estate passes to John and the Dashwood women are left in
reduced circumstances. Fortunately, a distant relative offers to rent the women a
cottage on his property. The novel follows the Dashwood sisters to their new home,
where they experience both romance and heartbreak.
First published in 1813, Jane Austen's masterful novel of manners is one of the most
popular works of English literature. Two hundred years after its debut it continues to
delight. Sayre Street Books offers the world's greatest literature in easy to navigate,
beautifully designed digital editions.
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